ON THIS ISLAND, MEETING AND PARTING
Hazelhurst Regional Gallery
27 March – 9 May 2010
Education Kit, Kindergarten to Year 6
Pre-visit activities:
1. Discuss some gallery rules with reasons why- state the positive behaviour you want at the
gallery.
2. Pre-visit familiarisation with the artworks to be viewed: reproduce images from education
package and display in the classroom or school corridor. This will aid the child’s connection to
the work once they enter the exhibition.
3. Discuss some of the art terms found under Glossary of Terms.
4. Programming ideas are linked to outcomes from the Visual arts syllabus for teachers, see below.
Post-visit activities:
1. Post-visit activities at school should involve the step of display and critique. Children should be
encouraged to use positive responses to each other’s work and ‘art talk’ (see glossary for
terminology to develop) to describe it.
2. Suggested activities are listed beneath each work.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR TEACHERS

About this exhibition
In March 2009, Artist Profile magazine in collaboration with art material producers Winsor &
Newton, led eleven prominent artists on a painting tour of New Zealand’s Northern Island.
This exhibition is the culmination of each artist’s unique approach to the unfamiliar landscape,
following their plein air experiences in the landscape back into the studio. Exhibiting artists
include Lucy Culliton, Julie Harris, Judith Van Heeren, David Keeling, Steve Lopes,
Euan MacLeod, Idris Murphy, Ann Thomson, Shonah Trescott, Jan Senbergs and
Peter Simpson.
The diversity in approach and style is indicative of the three generations this
exhibition spans and the personal approaches of each artist. Paul Flynn’s introduction
to On This Island, Meeting & Parting in “Feature_New Zealand”, Artist Profile
Magazine, Issue 09, 2009, refers to this difference in concept and methodology of
approach to landscape. Both Australia and New Zealand artists initially grappled with
unfamiliar environments as colonies but, through isolation, have now have developed
unique perspectives, informed by indigenous populations.
The expectation was to give at least ten of these eleven artists a new vision and new
material to create a body of work (Euan Macleod is a native New Zealander). Flynn
details the experiences of the artists on tour in New Zealand, from the east Wairarapa
coast to the island’s volcanic centre, Mount Ruapehu, working en plein air. He includes
culinary experiences, interactions with the locals, and gives us some insights to the
artists’ reactions to their new environment.
On This Island curator, Owen Craven, speaks of the process of creating the
exhibition, from plein air to studio, in his catalogue essay.
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“A vast difference in terrain, climate and topography meant everyday was an opportunity for the artists to see
something new. An unfamiliar landscape brings to the surface the fundamental elements of looking and observing.
As the days progressed, the artists sketched and painted en plein air – at times by themselves but often in little
groups. The new and unfamiliar landscape sparked curiosity and conversations. Questions were asked and ideas
were shared. Their responses to the landscape, while unique in their artistic output of style and form, were a shared
1
experience.”

Exhibiting Artists
LUCY CULLITON (b. Sydney, 1966)
Culliton graduated from The National Art School, Sydney in 1996, majoring in painting. Since1996
she has been represented by Ray Hughes Gallery. Culliton was awarded the Portia Geech Prize
2006 and the Mosman Art Prize in 2004.
Intense scrutiny of a single subject is characteristic of Culliton's work. She surveys single subjects
ranging from cakes on plates, landscapes, to dozens of roosters. As the Sydney Morning Herald
describes, Lucy’s works “are deliciously pretty, obsessive in a way that dazzles rather than
disturbs”.
Artist Statement:
“Landscape painting is hard. There’s the wind, heat, cold, wet, sticky insects and the light is constantly
changing. Every now and then the challenge of being in the landscape is necessary as opposed to the
comforts of the studio.” 2

JULIE HARRIS (b. Sydney, 1953)
Julie Harris graduated from the national art School, Sydney in 1975. In Julie’s own words, her “art is
a reflection of my love of color and bold images”. She paints on large canvases using acrylic paint,
exotic papers and mixed medium – copper, gold and bronze – to capture light and her vision of the
landscape. Julie spent her formative years in Saudi Arabia. The region’s exotic culture made a deep
impression on her and from this Julie draws much inspiration for her art making.
Harris has been an exhibitor in various art awards, and was awarded the Adelaide Perry Prize for
Drawing in 2008. Julie Harris is represented by Richard Martin Australian Art, Sydney.
Artist Statement:
“To work en plein air is to reinvigorate the palette, it keeps you in touch and it fuels the imagination, it makes
one look more closely and it helps with the repository of signs and marks. It helps to open up my practice.”
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DAVID KEELING (b. Launceston, Australia, 1951)
Keeling graduated from the Tasmanian School of Art in 1973, followed by the Alexander Mackie
College of Advanced Education in Sydney. Keeling's key subject matter is the landscape. He uses
this as a vehicle for discussing environmental and social concerns. A garage sale or a glimpse of a
new housing estate are subtle intersections into the classical or romantic notions of the genre. His
canvases are beautiful objects and they present his concern for the things around him.
Keeling has been a finalist in the Wynne Prize, AGNSW in 2008 and 2009. He was awarded the
Tasmanian Glover Prize in 2006 and exhibited in Four Tasmanian Painters – Burns, Keeling,
Wastell & Wolfhagen at Holmes á Court Gallery, Perth. His work is included in the National Gallery
of Australia and National Gallery of Victoria. David Keeling is represented by Niagra Gallery,
Melbourne and Liverpool Street Gallery, Sydney.
Artist Statement:
“Living in Tasmania the landscape is never far from your consciousness – every window affords you a view to
landscape…I’m interested in the fluid aspect of landscape, the way light changes, the drama and the detail.” 4
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Owen Craven, On This Island catalogue, Artist Profile magazine
On This Island, Meeting & Parting in “Feature_New Zealand”, Artist Profile Magazine, Issue 09, 2009, p 59
On This Island, Meeting & Parting in “Feature_New Zealand”, Artist Profile Magazine, Issue 09, 2009, p 68
On This Island, Meeting & Parting in “Feature_New Zealand”, Artist Profile Magazine, Issue 09, 2009. p 73
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STEVE LOPES (b. Sydney, 1971)
Steve Lopes graduated from University of NSW with a Bachelor in Fine Arts in 1991. Lopes has also
studied at the London Print Studio and The New York Art Students League. A figurative painter,
Lopes is inspired by Australia’s landforms, placing his contemporary figures in an alien landscape
where the inhabitants come filled with hope, often in the process of regenerative cathartic actions or
some symbolic meditative state. Though they may appear overawed by their surroundings, they
exhibit a quiet charm. These distinctive works are imbued with a large investment of labour and skill.
Since 1966 Lopes has exhibited in over fifteen solo exhibitions in Australia and in London. He has
exhibited in numerous group exhibitions including The AGNSW Brett Whiteley Travelling Art
scholarship and the Doug Moran Portrait Prize. His work is held in major collections including The
National gallery of Australia.
Artist Statement:
“I try to deal with the figure and landscape together. For me, it’s about the relationship we have with our
surrounds. The tension between the two, both visually and metaphorically, is what makes it interesting to
tackle the subject.” 5

IDRIS MURPHY (b. Sydney, 1949)
Idris Murphy is a Sydney artist who focuses on the Australian landscape. Recognised as one of
Australia’s foremost landscape painters, Murphy’s career spans over 35 years. His unique approach
to the landscape exemplifies an adherence to the history of Western landscape painting, while
taking on board the traditions, customs and references of indigenous painters. Murphy’s approach
to painting is a study in the psychology of visualising the land and transforming the immediate image
to an emotive distillation of form, colour and content. Murphy has traversed the Australian bush
numerous times and spent 30 years painting ‘en plein air.’ Fifteen years ago he founded the
Imaging the Land International Research Institute (ILIRI), which today brings artists from all over the
world to live and work in the Australian desert.
Idris Murphy has studied and taught extensively in Australia at some of the most prestigious art
schools including COFA, National Art School and the University of Woollongong. In 1994 he
received his Doctorate in Creative Arts from the University of Wollongong. Represented by King
Street Gallery on William in Sydney, Murphy has exhibited extensively in both private and public
gallery spaces over the past 30 years. His work is held in the National Gallery of Australia, the
National Library of Australia and the Art Gallery of NSW.
Artist Statement:
“These are the things that originally enticed me to go to New Zealand: Colin McCahon, to see the land and to
see what he has made of it, and from it, first hand. To somehow use it as a contrast to the desert country that I
am most at home with.” 6

EUAN MACLEOD (b. Christchurch, New Zealand, 1956)
Euan MacLeod was born in New Zealand and after studying a Diploma of Fine Arts (Painting) at
Canterbury University, New Zealand in 1979 he moved to Sydney in 1981. He now lives and works
in Sydney. MacLeod was the winner of the prestigious Archibald Prize for portraiture in 1999 and
the Sulman Prize in 2001. His paintings and drawings feature in prominent public and private
collections throughout Australia and overseas including the National Gallery of Victoria, National
Gallery of Australia, Parliament House Collection, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York and
the Chartwell Collection, New Zealand. MacLeod's work can be seen as part of an international
return to figurative expressionism.
Artist Statement:
“My works involves landscape to such a large extent so working directly in the landscape keeps me fresh. I’m
forced to look.” 7
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JAN SENBERGS (b. Latvia, 1939)
Born in Latvia in1939, Jan Senbergs arrived in Australia in 1950. Senbergs completed an
apprenticeship in silk-screen printing and began exhibiting in the early 1960s. In 1973 he
represented Australia at the Sao Paulo Biennale in Brazil, the first of many honours in an illustrious
career. Major surveys of Senberg’s work have included: Imagined Sites - Imagined Realities, held at
Heide Museum of Modern Art, Melbourne in 1993; Jan Senbergs: From Screenprinter to Painter,
exhibited at the Art Gallery of NSW in 2008.
His work is represented at the National Gallery of Australia and in all state galleries in Australia.
Internationally his work is included in the collections of the National Gallery, Washington D.C;
Wadsworth-Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut; Museum of Modern Art, New York; and the Musuem
of Fine Arts, Houston, Texas. The book Voyage and Landfall by Patrick McCaughey was published
by Melbourne University Press under the Miegunyah imprint.
Artist Statement:
“Personally I don’t gain anything from working in the landscape - as I don’t do it.
Usually what happens with me is when a particular site intrigues me then I like to spend some time there to get to know it
– observing, taking photos for reference, and try to get a sense of the place. Then I try to work on it, re-invent it, persisting
in what you know is there rather than what you see in front of you.” 8

PETER SIMPSON (b. NSW)
Peter Simpson grew up in the Hunter Valley in NSW before moving to Melbourne to attend art
school, graduating with a diploma in painting from the Victorian College of the Arts. Simpson has
been painting for more than twenty years. As a contemporary artist whose subject is the Australian
landscape, his work shows us the quintessential Australian terrain providing us with a framework
though which we can read a great deal about life on this continent.
Simpson’s work is included in several prestigious collections, including BHP Billiton, The Australian
Club and Artbank. Peter Simpson is represented by the Mossgreen Gallery in Melbourne and
Arthouse Gallery in Sydney.
Artist Statement:
“The more time you spend in a landscape the more elusive its essence becomes but if you take back even a
small amount of what it offers up you are very sustained back in the studio.” 9

ANN THOMPSON (b. Brisbane 1933)
Ann studied in Brisbane with Australian Modernist artists. Moving to Sydney, she graduated from
the National Art School in 1962. Her first solo exhibition was at Watters Gallery, Sydney in the
1960s. She has since exhibited both in Australia and internationally, including Art Gallery of NSW,
Musee de l’Art Walloon, Belgium and Lui Hat-su National Art Museum, Shanghai. In 1998
Thompson was awarded the Wynne Prize at AGNSW and in 2002 the Geelong Contemporary Art
Prize. Major surveys of Thompson’s work have been exhibited at the Institute of Modern Art
Brisbane and Monash University Art Gallery, Melbourne.
Terrence Maloon, curator at the AGNSW describes Ann’s work as “glamorously Rembrandtesque in
the way her forms loom out of a fathomlessly dark background, like a precipitate of fire and
phosphorescence”. Her works are widely collected amongst public and private galleries, including
the National Gallery of Australia, the Queensland Art Gallery and the Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection in Madrid. Ann is represented by Charles Nodrum Gallery in Melbourne and Australian
Gallery in Sydney.
Artist Statement:
“There is always so much to see - what I absorb somehow finds its way into more abstract painting. To tell you
the truth, when I was faced with the New Zealand landscape, I was at a bit of a loss because it’s not my usual
way of working.” 10
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SHONAH TRESCOTT (b. Australia, 1982)
Shonah Trescott graduated from the National Art School, Sydney in 2004. Having grown up in
regional Australia, Shonah Trescott reacts naturally to the landscape. Trescott’s compositions are a
considered moment in time, exploring the genre of landscape and the human figure, caught
between abstraction and figurativeness. Of particular importance to her work is the representation or
light and form, and observation is one of her strengths and passions.
In the short time since graduating, Trescott has made rapid progress. In 2005, the recipient of La
Cite International des Arts Paris studio residency, Trescott travelled to France where she based
herself, travelling extensively. Winning the 2008 Fleurieu Water Prize emphasized the meteoric rise
of her career and strength of her work. In 2009, with a bank of successful solo exhibitions behind
her, Trescott relocated to Germany. Her work is being exhibited at the prestigious EIGEN + ART
gallery throughout 2010. Most recently, her work was featured in a group exhibition for emerging
artists living and working in Leipzig at the Rostock Kunsthalle in North Germany. Trescott lives and
works in Berlin, Germany. She is represented by Damien Minton Gallery in Sydney.
Artist Statement:
“Working plein air, you have to be efficient and economical in recording the changing atmosphere. I start by
repeating a single passage, trying to understand a set of rules of nature. In this way, speed and repetition
gives me the freedom to react subconsciously – feeling the place rather than just looking. In the studio, I find
my working process slower and in a sense more deliberate and self-aware.” 11

JUDITH VAN HEERAN (b. South Holland, 1961)
Judith Van Heeren has quietly built a respected career over decades of art practice devoted to the
study of the natural world, in line with her fascination with natural history specimens. Born in the
Netherlands, she moved to Australia at a young age. Judith’s works are often richly coloured and
fanciful, utopic and detailed landscapes. Van Heeren studied at the Victorian College of the Arts
after which time she began exhibiting her unique style widely across Australia. Her work is
concerned with and inspired by taxidermy, museum specimens and endangered species,
consistently exploring the notions of conservation of the natural world.
Van Heeren has held many successful solo exhibitions while also participating in group exhibitions
such as In Nature we Trust at the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne. Her work is
held in the National Gallery of Victoria’s collection. She is artist in residence at the Moya Dyring
studio of les Cite International des Arts, Paris, 2010. Van Heeren lives and works with her partner by
the coast in Victoria. Judith is represented by the Murray Whiteroom Gallery, Melbourne.
Artist Statement:
"The environment now is so vulnerable that I think contemporary artists have a responsibility to inform as well
as to represent. We can no longer separate the landscape from the environment that it is part of.”
“When I’m outside I want to absorb the landscape and when I’m in the studio I want to be absorbed in the
painting. Therefore landscapes in my paintings are about a mood, an emotion, a feeling or an atmosphere
rather than a specific place.” 12

Links to the Curriculum
The exhibition On This Island, Meeting & Parting, is a survey of contemporary artists
making paintings in response to a new and strange landscape.
On This Island, Meeting & Parting Education Kit contains background information on the
exhibition, biographical information on the exhibiting artists, and for selected artists, there
are images and questions relating to the K to 6 Visual Arts Syllabus: suggested activities in
Appreciating and Making.
11
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This Education Kit makes links to the Visual Arts Syllabus K to 6 by: developing students’
knowledge and understanding of artists artworks and the world; by developing values and
attitudes towards subject matter of works, the techniques the artists used and the meanings
the works may generate; by investigating the range of the expressive form of painting; and
by considering an artist’s relationship to an audience and reflecting on their own
relationship as audience members.
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Artists:
Artist’s name: Lucy Culliton

Lucy Culliton Plein Air Study, 2009, oil on board, 60x60cms
Influences and background: painting, love of animals, engaging use of texture and colour.
Language: shape, colour, texture, landscape, pastoral, oil painting (see Glossary of Terms).
Teaching notes: Give forward knowledge to children to start collecting farm scenes.
Subject: PLACE / OTHER LIVING THINGS / OBJECTS
Teaching notes: Collect photos of farms and animals.
KLA integration: HSIE- (H), Mathematics- (M), English- (E), Science and Technology- (S)
Appreciating Activities
Look at this artwork by Lucy Culliton.
Describe the work talking about what
you see including subject matter, colours
& shapes.
Discuss the media used to make it.
What tools and materials would she need
to make this artwork? Begin a
comparative chart that lists artworks and
different media used. Include an image of
the artwork
Think about the subject. Create a story
about this place and describe the
weather on this day. (E)

Making activities
Collect photos of farms and animals.
Collage these into your drawing of a
landscape to add detail and textures.
Use crayons or textas to complete.
How many different animals are there
and how many of each? (M)
Write a story about this farm, the weather
and what happened on this day. (E)
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Artist: Euan Macleod

Euan Macleod Castlepoint Surfer 2009, oil on canvas, 137x 180 cm
Influences and background: New Zealand born, expressionistic landscape painting with figures,
sense of movement, tone.
Language: Oil paint, colour, tone, mood, tone, impasto
Subject: PEOPLE / PLACES

KLA integration: HSIE- (H), Mathematics- (M), English- (E), Science and Technology- (S),
PDHPE- (P)
Appreciating Activities
Talk about the title and what happens
here. What do people do in this place?
(P)
Discuss the size of this painting (137 x
180cm) and the size of the person in this
landscape. (M)
Look at the colour, tone and texture of
the hills and clouds. How does it make
the person look (or feel) in this place? (E)
Describe how this artist has applied the
paint (E).

Making activities
Make your own painting about a place
you like to go and be surrounded by
nature. It may be the beach or the park.
Include yourself and what you do.(P)
Think about the mood your painting will
convey to the viewer and how to achieve
this. (E) (Colour, tone, size, paint
application)
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Artist: Judith Van Heeran

Judith van Heeran Landscape with kaka parrots and thermal pool, 2009-10, oil on linen, 50 x 100cm
Influences and background: Judith Van Heeran uses flora and fauna to signify time and place in
an idealised way. What you see and how it is depicted, are significant in presenting now extinct
wildlife. Her work is concerned with and inspired by taxidermy, museum specimens and endangered
species, consistently exploring the notions of conservation of the natural world.
Language: wild life, extinction, idealised (see Glossary of Terms).

Subject: OTHER LIVING THINGS / PLACES
Teaching notes: Research now extinct living things in Australia or your local environment.
KLA integration: HSIE- (H), Mathematics- (M), English- (E), Science and Technology- (S),
PDHPE- (P)
Appreciating Activities
Look at Judith Van Heeran’s painting.
What wildlife and subject matter do you
see? Is anything shown now extinct? (S)
Talk about the relationship between time
and place.(HSIE)
Describe how this art work looks. Is it
real or imagined? Suggest the notion of
ideal. (E)
Write a list of words to describe what you
see. (E).

Making activities
Research and make a list of now extinct
living things in Australia. (S)
Imagine what their environment looked
like then.
Make a drawing of this place and either
collage or draw the extinct creature into
this place. Paint this drawing.

Talk about the difference between ‘Real’
and ‘Ideal’ in Van Heeran’s work.

Display as a class exhibition- give it a
title. (E)

Consider if these finished works look
real.
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Artist: Jan Senbergs

Jan Senberg Sitting Cloud on Ngauruhoe, 2009, oil stick on paper, 92x110cm

Jan Senbergs Under the volcanoes, 2009, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 152cm
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Influences and background: Dark landscapes, reminder of the encroachment of the machine.
Re-invents the landscape from what he knows is there, rather than what he sees.
Language: texture, tone, mark making (see Glossary of Terms at end of document).
Subject: PLACES & SPACES
Teaching notes: Collect any samples of different textures and objects to use as stamps
KLA integration: HSIE- (H), Mathematics- (M), English- (E), Science and Technology- (S),
PDHPE- (P)
Appreciating Activities
Look at the drawing Sitting Cloud on
Ngauruhoe by Jan Senberg.
Talk about how the artist has used mark
making (line & direction) to make this
drawing.
Look at the painting Under the
volcanoes by Senberg. Can you see a
similarity to his mark making in the
drawing?
Explore this painting using your senseswhat would it feel/smell like? (S)
What media has he used to make it?
Discuss- How can you copy or make
different textures in an artwork? What
tools would he need to make his
artwork?
Think about the subject. What feeling
about place does it have? Would you like
to walk up this pathway? (E)

Making activities
Ask the class to find images (photos,
drawings, cartoons) that show texture.
Select parts of these images with a
window frame and then students enlarge
these textures onto sheets of A3 paper,
copying details like colour or pattern (M).
Work in groups to combine these into a
large mural (P).
Practice making pictures of the
landscape with hand-drawn lines:
foreground, mid-ground, background.
Use different, thick media such as: texta,
charcoal or crayons, to create marks,
repeated as patterns, and fill in the
different grounds of their landscapes.
Experiment with any stamps to create
patterns, and use these to add further
texture to their landscapes.
Describe the landscape you have
created, or write a procedure to tell how it
was made. (E)

Vocabulary
Collage–the sticking on of different things or textures, such as photos, fabric,
matchsticks, to a backing board or paper.
en plein air –working in situ, outdoors
extinction – no longer existing
fauna – the animal life of a region
flora – the plants of a region
Idealised – to represent something in perfect form as imagined
Impasto – paint applied thickly
mark making – use of dots, lines, patterns, to create visual representation
media – materials used
mood – the feeling given by a work
oil painting – a painting medium that uses oil based paints.
pastoral – associated with, or containing shepherds or flocks and herds of animals
texture – the look or feel of a surface. This can be real or created by pattern.
tone – the amount of black, white or grey
wild life – animals native to that region, living freely in the wild.
Produced by Kate Milner, Creative Partnerships Coordinator
Hazelhurst Regional Gallery & Arts Centre, 2010
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